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• Generative and creative AI models for engineering and industrial 
design









• In EE curricula from 1915 to 1954, time devoted to science/mathematics gradually increased, 
whereas percentage of other engineering, drawing, and shopwork dropped.

• The exponential growth in graduate education after WWII eventually impacted undergraduate 
education. Graduate courses were pushed down into required junior courses to make way for 
graduate courses at the frontiers of research.

• In the transformation, concrete experiences and practice-based knowledge were often lost.

[R. R. Kline, “World War II: A Watershed in 
Electrical Engineering Education”, IEEE 
Technol. Soc. Mag., 1994.]

Engineering Science is Dominant



To design complicated things 
requires knowledge of the physical 
world; to serve people properly 
requires knowledge about the social 
world

[S. Y. Auyang, Engineering—An Endless Frontier, Harvard University Press, 2004.]

The dual physical and human dimensions and triple aspects of science, design, 
and leadership provide a framework for thinking about engineering



Problem 
Finding

Problem 
Solving

Externalizing



[N. Duval-Couetil, J. Wheadon, E. Kisenwether, and J. Tranquillo, “ Entrepreneurship and ABET Accreditation: How and Where Does it Fit?,” 2013]

In Engineering Science Curricula, which Engineering Competencies may 
be Neglected?



Innovation, Leadership, and Engineering Entrepreneurship

• New degree programs like the BS in ILEE degree program is intended for 
engineering students to better understand the innovative processes involved in 
identifying problems and creating, developing, and leading efforts to provide 
engineering solutions. 

• The curriculum is based on a sound disciplinary engineering technical core with 
additional aspects of problem identification and innovation, and complex 
multidisciplinary engineering project management and leadership.



Good industrial design can accelerate adoption of 
revolutionary technology-driven products and yield 
behavior change

smart home consumer electronics



Take advantage of novel design to drive human 
attention to sustainable technologies

[Bern, Switzerland]



Use artificial intelligence to accelerate the design 
process [deep learning, computational creativity]

[Pinar Yanardag, 2019]



Use artificial intelligence to accelerate the design 
process [deep learning, computational creativity]

[Pinar Yanardag, 2019]



Use artificial intelligence to accelerate the design 
process [deep learning, computational creativity]

3D CAD corpus for training the artificial intelligence algorithm

[https://grabcad.com]



Computational creativity may seem like a stunt

[Wired, 1 Oct. 2013]



Computational creativity has been used in 
widescale practice

users as designers of custom products internal design processes of large companies



Augment human intelligence

Note that this person does 
not exist: the photograph 
was created by a creative 
deep learning algorithm

[https://thispersondoesnotexist.com/]



Circuits

[D. B. Lenat, W. R. Sutherland, and J. Gibbons, “Heuristic Search for New Microcircuit Structures: An Application of Artificial Intelligence,” AI Magazine, Summer 
1982.]



Quantum Optics Experiments and Computing Circuits

[Kottmann et al., 2021]



Quantum Optics Experiments and Computing Circuits



[Kottmann et al., 2021]
[Krenn et al., 2021]





















Engineering processes: Rube Goldberg Machines

[Ge, et al., 2018]
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[Ge, et al., 2018]



Material Property Ontology Replacement found by nearest neighbor retrieval

[Ge, et al., 2018]



[Ge, et al., 2018]



[Ge, et al., 2018]



(Part of) state space graph

Assembling plan

[Ge, et al., 2018]



Evaluation of generated Rube Goldberg Machines

[Ge, et al., 2018]



• Generative and creative AI models for engineering and industrial 
design


